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Abstract 
The verifications of solutions to weakly nonlinear elliptic equations by the method described e.g. by Nakao (1988, 
1989), etc. are sometimes hardly accomplished when the right-hand sides of the equations are very large. To overcome 
such difficulties, a residual iteration technique with approximate solution was introduced by Nakao (1993). In the present 
paper, we propose an a posteriori method for the residual iteration, and show that a remarkable improvement in
efficiency and in accuracy of the verification can be obtained when we use a higher order finite element. 
Keywords: Numerical verification; Residual iteration; Nonlinear elliptic problem 
1. Problems and methods of verification 
Let g2 be a convex polygonal domain in R 2 and be regular, that is, the Poisson equation 
Av=-g  in f2, 
v = 0 on Of 2, (1.1) 
has a unique solution of Ho 1 c~ H z (O) for an arbitrary function g of L2(f2). 
We consider the following Dirichlet problem: 
Au=-f(u) in Q, 
u = 0 on t3f2, (1.2) 
where f is a bounded continuous function from Hi(t2) to L 2 (t2). 
Several verification methods have been proposed for the solutions to Eq. (1.2) [1-16-]. First, we 
describe the basic verification technique in the present paper. 
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Let Shm Ho ~ (t2) be a finite element subspace whose dimension is n, and S~ be the orthogonal 
complement of Sh. We assume that Sh has the following property. Let v be the solution of (1.1) and 
Vh ~ Sh be the approximate solution of (1.1) which satisfies 
(Vvh, VqJ) = (g, qJ) VCe Sh, 
where (. , . )  denotes the L 2 inner product on t2. The assumption is that, for v and Vh, 
I1 v - vh I1-~ ~ Coh II g IlL = (1.3) 
holds. Here, the constant Co depends only on the domain f2, and h is a parameter of Sh which 
usually corresponds to the mesh size. 
We take K as the inverse Laplace operator with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, 
and for a bounded, closed, and convex subset U of H 1 (f2), define a set V e H~ (f2) by 
V = {v ~ H~ (f2)[ v = - Kf(u) ,  u ~ U }. 
Our aim is to find a set U which includes V. Once V c U is attained, noting that -K f  is 
a compact operator on Ho 1 (f2), Schauder's fixed point theorem gives the proof of existence of 
solutions to Eq. (1.2) in the set V, and in U. 
Now let us describe the procedure for finding such a set U using computers. First we mention 
how to specify a subset of Ho x on a computer. For any subset V c H~ (g2), we define R (V) ~ Sh by 
the H0~-projection of V to Sh, which is called the rounding of V and can be specified using interval 
coefficient functions as shown below. Moreover, we define RE(V), the rounding error of V, as 
a subset of S~ so that 
v c e (v )  @ RE(V)  (1.4) 
may hold. In practice, RE(V) is taken as a ball in S~-, specified by its radius which is evaluated 
using the error estimation (1.3). Using R(V)@ RE(V) instead of V, the verification condition 
becomes 
R(V)  @ RE(V)  c U. 
In order to find a set U satisfying the above condition, we use iterative procedures, that is, the 
sequential iteration and the Newton-like method (see [5, 7, 15]). In the present paper, we describe 
only the former case for simplicity. The latter which has a larger range of applicability is more 
complicated, but the idea of improvement proposed in the following section can be applied to both 
cases .  
The sequential iteration is as follows. 
(1) First we obtain an approximate solution t~h ~ Sh to (1.2) by some suitable method. Set 
U(°) = {fib} and ~(o) = 0. 
(2) Next we will define R(V ")) and RE(V ")) for i ~> 0, where V ") is the set defined as follows: 
V (i) = {v (i) ~ n I (f2) [ v ¢i) = _ Kf(u")) ,  u ") ~ U")}. 
R(V (°) is defined by the subset of Sh which consists of all the elements vh ") ~ Sh such that 
(vvlo, vq,) = (f(u"'), q,) v~0~ sh, 
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holds for some u ") E U ~°. Note that R(V ~°) can be enclosed by 
R(V (i)) ~ ~, ajd/j, 
j= l  
where aj [aj, ~]  are intervals, and { j}j= 1 = ~ " is the basis Of Sh. 
RE(V ")) iff--defined by 
RE( V")) = {v ~ S~ , ,l Vv l, <~ Coh u,,,~t~,,,sup ]lf(u(°)[I}. 
Here, for the details of practical computation of sup,,,,,~v,,, II f(u ")) [I. see [7]. 
Using (1.3), 
V ~o ~ R(V  (°) ~ RE(V ")) 
holds. 
(3) Test the verification condition: 
R(V ¢°) q) RE(V  (i)) c U (i). 
If this condition is satisfied, then U ") is the desired set U, and a solution to (1.2) exists in V "), and 
hence in U "). 
(4) If the condition is not satisfied, we continue the iteration. Let ~ be a certain positive constant 
given beforehand, and take 
~(i+1) = Coh sup IIf(u"))ll + & (1.5) 
ij{i)~U li) 
[0~ ( i+l)]  = {/)e S~lll Vvll ~< ~"+'}. (1.6) 
n 
u(i+ 1) = X [__aj -- (~, aj --[- ~] i~j, (1.7) 
j= l  
U "+1) = U~i+l)~ [a"+l)], (1.8) 
and then we go back to the second step. The method using 6 is called 6-inflation. The reader may 
refer to I-1-3] for the details, and to [5, 7, 15] for the Newton-like method. 
2. Residual iteration 
For the case in which the value off(u) in (1.2) becomes very large, 06 i+ 1) in the above iteration 
may become very large too, which causes the intervals to explode and then the verification scheme 
fails. Upon using the sequential iteration or the Newton-like method we encounter the same 
difficulty, because the computation of cd i÷1) is independent of the method [5]. For example, 
consider the following problem: 
Au=- -2u  2 in O, 
u = 0 on dr2, (2.1) 
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where 12 = (0, 1) × (0, 1), and we take 2 = 1.0. The finite element subspace Sh is taken as the set 
which consists of bilinear elements on a rectangular mesh with mesh size h. Then the constant 
which appears in the error estimation (1.3) is 
1 
C0 ~- -  " 
The magnitude of the right-hand side for the approximate solution obtained by the finite element 
method is 
1[ 2a2 II ~ 277. 
In this case, the value of ~tl) is more than 2.21 even for rather small mesh size, e.g. h = ~,  which 
causes the intervals to explode and makes further calculation impossible. 
Now we propose a residual iteration using an approximation ah e Sh obtained by a certain 
method. By the weak form of (1.2) 
(Vu, V49) = (f(u), 49) V49~ U~ (f2), 
and we have 
(V(u - fib), V49) = (f(u) --f(ah), 4)) + (f(ah), 49) -- (Vah, V49) V49e H~)(12). 
Now we set u = ah + Vo + w, where Vo and w are elements of H~ (12) which satisfy the following 
equations 
(Vvo, V49) = (f(ah), 49) -- (Vah, V49) V49e H~(O), (2.2) 
and 
(Vw, V49) = (f(ah + Vo + w) --f(ah), 49) V49e Ho~ (12), (2.3) 
respectively. Since (2.2) is the Poisson equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, 
there certainly exists a solution Vo ~ H~ (12). Therefore, it is sufficient for us to verify the existence of 
solutions to (2.3) whose right-hand side is expected to be small enough, in general. This method is 
suitable for the verifications of problems with large values on their right-hand sides. On the other 
hand, for the verification of (2.3), we have to estimate II Vo tIH~ through (2.2), which means to estimate 
Ilf(fih) + AahllH ,, and lira IlL2 as well. 
Now let us describe how to estimate II Vo IIHo ~. First we mention about an a priori method (cf. [7]). 
Let vh be the Ho~-projection of Vo to Sh, which satisfies 
(Vvh, V~) = ( f (ah)  , ~l) -- (Van, V~) V~G Sh. (2.4) 
Note that l[ vh Jln~ and l[ Vh IlL 2 can be estimated and they are very small because ah is generally close 
to the finite element approximation which satisfies 
(Vu*, V~b) = (f(u~), ~) 'q~ Sh. (2.5) 
Using the solution of the following Poisson equation: 
A t /=- f (an)  in 12, 
r /= 0 on dO, 
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we have 
(Vvo, V~b) = (Vq, V¢) - (Vah, V¢) V~be Ho ~ (f2). 
Since 
(Vr / -  V(ah + Vh), V~') = 0 V~e Sh, 
fih+ Vh is the Ho~-projection of r/to Sh. Therefore, 
]It/--(an + Vh) IIH~ <<. Coh IIf(ah)llL= 
holds from the approximation property of Sn, and we obtain 
II Vo IIH~ ~< Coh If f(ah)IlL2 + II Vh IIx~. (2.6) 
Once the estimation of II Vo [IH~ is obtained, 1[ Vo IlL2 can be estimated using a method like the 
Aubin-Nitsche trick as shown below. 
Consider Poisson's equation 
d~=-Vo in f2, 
= 0 on dr2, 
and let ~h be the Hi-projection of ~ to Sh. Using (Vvo, V¢h) = (VVh, V~) = (Vh, VO), we can write 
(Vo, Vo) = (Vo, - A¢) 
= (Vvo, V(~ - ~h)) + (VVo, VCh) 
< IIVvo flL21rV(~- ~h)Jl,.~ + JJVoIIL~Irv, IIL~. 
Moreover, from the approximation property of Sh, we have 
II V(¢ - ~h)IIL~ ~< Coh II Vo ILL2, 
and hence 
IlVolIL~ ~ CohllvollH~ + IlvhlIL 2 
is. obtained. 
This method is simple compared with the a posteriori method escribed below. But, even if we 
take the higher order element, no refinement could be expected in accuracy on the above estimate, 
as long as we use the a priori error estimates of the form (1.3). Therefore, in order to improve the 
error II v0 [[H~, we propose another technique based on an a posteriori method. 
The method using the Hermite-interpolation of a, has been studied (see [15]), but we will not 
mention it in detail here. Instead, we consider a smoothing method of Vfih. 
Let S~' c H 1 (t2) be a finite element subspace whose basis consists of the basis of Sh and the 
base functions having nonzero values on the boundary of f2, namely dO (refer to the examples 
below). Define VaheS ~ X S~, the vector function in two dimensions, by the L2-projection of 
276 
Vt~h 6 L 2 (~) × L 2 (Q) 
satisfies 
) (xv~a~, ~*)  = \0x '  0*  , 
(V, ah, ~,*) = kay ,  O* , 
Define Aah e L 1 (O) by 
A~h = V" ~Tah. 
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to S* x S~'. That is, writing V~h = ((va~)~,(va~)~), ~a~ = ((Vah)x,(V~h)r) 
V$* e SI .  
Then the following Green's formula with respect o Vt~h and Zl~h holds, 
(~ah, v¢) + (~ah, ¢) = o v~ e H~ (~). 
Using this, we have 
(Vvo, V~b) = (Vah - Vah, Vq~) + (z]ah + f(ah), ¢) V~b e H i  (f2). 
Now we take ¢ = Vo - vh. Using II Vo - vh IlL s ~< Coh II Vo -- vh IIn~, which comes from the standard 
Aubin-Nitsche trick, and by the fact that (Vvo, V(vo - Vh)) = (V(vo -- Vh), V(Vo -- vh)), the following 
estimation is obtained. 
II Vo I1~ = II f(ah) + aah IIH, 
~< II ~Tah - Yah IlLs + Coh IIAah +f(ah)IlL 2+ II Vh ling. (2.7) 
When h tends to 0, the first and the second terms on the right-hand side of (2.7) are expected to be 
close to 0 in a certain order of h, because ~Tt~h and Aah approximate Vah and Au, respectively, if u has 
some order of smoothness. Particularly, it is expected that computat ion of t~h by the use of higher 
order elements yields the drastic reduction of the residual error II Vo [In~. 
II Vo IlL2 can be estimated as follows, 
IlVolIL2 ~< Ilvo -- vhlIL2 + IIVhlIL2 
<<. Cohllvo -- vhlln: + IlvhllL~ 
~< Coh(llVah - VahllL~ + C0h IIAan -t-f(ah)i[LQ + HVhIIL*. 
Note that this method can also be applied to the case where f2 is a nonconvex domain 1-16]. 
3. Examples 
In the actual verifications below, we used the Newton-like method in which the basic technique 
for the residual iteration is essentially the same as described above (cf. [7]). 
We consider the same problem as (2.1), and apply the present method. Two cases using a bilinear 
element and a biquadratic element are studied on a rectangular mesh (see Fig. 1). For S~*, the nodes 
on the boundary are considered. The constants appearing in the error estimation (1.3) can be taken 
as Co = 1/n, for bilinear elements, and Co = 1/21r, for biquadratic elements. 
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Fig. 1. Partition of f2. 
Fig. 3. h-dependency of IIv011u~. 
3.1. Computation of the residual error II vo II~ 
In Fig. 2, the values of [1Vo [[n~ for various values of h using the a priori and the a posteriori 
methods with bilinear elements are shown. Slightly better esults are obtained when the a posteriori 
method is used. 
Next we show in Fig. 3 the results obtained upon using biquadratic elements in order to obtain 
higher accuracy. Note that the horizontal axis means ½h, which is a convenient choice for 
comparison with the bilinear case in the same dimension of Sh*. Taking notice of the difference in 
the vertical scale, the later results are drastically improved. 
In Fig. 4, we show the dependency of II ~Tah - Yah ILL2, the first term of the right-hand side of (2.7), 
on h, and in Fig. 5, the dependency of 113ah +f(ah)llL2, the second term divided by Cob. The 
horizontal axis corresponds to h for bilinear cases, and ½ h for quadratic ases. Note that there is 
a difference in the vertical scale between the two graphs in Fig. 4. 
Concerning the bilinear cases, the dependency may be regarded as almost of order h in both 
Figs. 4 and 5. In particular, the dependency of the second term seems to be better than that 
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Fig. 4. First term of (2.7). Fig. 5. Second term of (2.7). 
expected, probably by virtue of the uniformity of the mesh. With respect to the quadratic ases, the 
dependency of the first term seems to be almost of order h 2, and that of the second term seems to be 
almost of order h. 
3.2. Results of the verification with biquadratic elements 
We verified the existence of solutions to (2.3) in a set W c H~ (f2) using biquadratic elements. 
Therefore, the existence of solutions to (1.2) is also verified in the set ah + Vo + W, where fih is 
an approximation to the finite element approximate solution defined by (2.5) and v0 is defined by 
(2.2). Here we omit to show the values concerned with Vh, for they are so small, almost he machine 
epsilon order, that they have little meaning unless in rigorous calculation taking account of the 
effects of rounding errors in the floating point arithmetic• In practice, some techniques concerning 
Newton-like methods and linear interval equations are used (see I-5, 7, 15]). The set W is specified 
to be of the form (1.8) using Wh and ~ which correspond to U(h i+ 1) and ~(i+ 1), respectively. Wh is 
represented as(1.7) with interval coefficients whose centers are 0. The results are shown as follows. 
The verification succeeded for h from ~ to ~o. In Table 1 we show the values of II Vo I1.~, ~, and 
max [ ITChl, which is half the maximum width of the interval values of Wh on the nodes. 
Table 1 
h max I Whl ot {tool{ H~o 
0.96132 0.48296 0.36265 
_t_ 0.43282 0.18168 0.26593 
14 
_t_ 0.28121 0.10248 0.20278 16 
_t_ 0.20335 0.06575 0.15943 
18 
0.15434 0.04489 0.12847 
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4. Conclusions 
1. The method proposed in this paper enables us to verify solutions of elliptic equations with 
large right-hand sides, which have been impossible so far. 
2. Moreover, using the a posteriori method with a higher order finite element, a remarkable 
improvement in efficiency and in accuracy of the verification is obtained. 
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